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INTRODUCTION
Amaze coin is the answer to the simple questions
The need to exchange blockchain-based assets among counterparties has
grown significantly as a result of their widespread use. This requirement is
amplified when hundreds of additional tokens are launched, including the
tokenization of existing assets. The capacity to swap one crypto asset for
another is critical for the wider ecosystem, whether for speculative trading
purposes or to convert to access networks through native utility tokens.
Assets indeed contain potential energy and utilizing that energy - unlocking
capital - requires not just claiming ownership, which blockchains have
immutably enabled, but also the capacity to freely move and alter these
assets.
As a result, a compelling use case for blockchain technology is the trustless
exchange of coins (value). Until recently, however, crypto fans have mostly
relied on conventional controlled exchanges to trade tokens. The Amaze
protocol is required because, just as Bitcoin correctly stated that "the main
benefits are lost if a trusted third party is still required to prevent doublespending," the main benefits of decentralized assets are also lost if they
must pass through trusted, gated, centralized exchanges.
Trading decentralized coins on controlled exchanges is illogical from a
philosophical standpoint, since it contradicts the values that these
decentralized initiatives promote.
Using centralized exchanges also comes with a number of practical dangers
and limits, which are detailed below. have attempted to solve these
challenges, and in many instances have been successful in reducing security
risks by using blockchains for disintermediation.

WHY
DECENTRALIZATION?
In a decentralized blockchain system, trusting other members is not
required. This is because every member in the network has a duplicate or
precisely the same information as a disseminated record. In any case, where
any member’s record is modified or tainted in any way, it will be dismissed
by most of the individuals in the network
Corporations regularly trade information with their associates. This
information, thus, is regularly changed and put away in each party’s
information storehouses, possibly to reemerge when it requires to be
passed downstream. Each time the information is modified, it opens up
circumstances for the information loss or wrong information to enter the
workplace. By having a decentralized information store, each party has a
timely and shared impression of the data.
Decentralization can lessen degrees of shortcoming in frameworks where
there might be an excess of dependence on explicit workers. These tender
spots could prompt critical failures, including the inability to give
guaranteed administrations or wasteful assistance because of the weariness
of assets, intermittent blackouts, bottlenecks, absence of adequate
motivations for excellent service, or fraud.
Decentralization can likewise help streamline the dispersion of assets so
that guaranteed services are furnished with better execution and
consistency, just as a decreased probability of explosive letdownTo sum up
this in a simplified way, the decentralization in the blockchain is an
information base that stores a library of resources and trades across a peerto-peer network.

WHY AMAZE ?
In Amaze Coin, which is launched in February 2022, will undoubtedly be one
of the fastest growing crypto currency communities. Amaze Coin is on a
mission to promote cryptocurrency to the masses while also assisting
individuals in making their transactions more safe and convenient with
lower transaction fees. Amaze Coin is developed on our own smart chain,
our plan is to create a meta world, Amaze swap & Amaze payment gateway
where profits from these will be shared across the amaze coin holders.

AMAZE VIRTUAL WORLD
Instantly, we will develop an amaze swap where people can exchange their
crypto money to our amaze swap and make it easy to swap their coin with
lower transaction costs, allowing everyone to feel comfortable exchanging,
and we will make it safe and simple to use.

AMAZE SWAP
Instantly, we will develop an amaze swap where people can exchange their
crypto money to our amaze swap and make it easy to swap their coin with
lower transaction costs, allowing everyone to feel comfortable exchanging,
and we will make it safe and simple to use.

AMAZE PAYMENT GATEWAY
We'll also create a worldwide payment gateway for businesses and
corporations to transfer digital money with the lowest transaction costs in
the market while maintaining safety and security, which is a major issue for
businesses. We'll make it easy with an amaze payment gateway.

AMAZE META WORLD

The Amaze Meta world is an idea for a
permanent, online, 3D universe that
incorporates numerous virtual locations. It
may be compared to a future version of the
internet. Users will be able to purchase and
sell virtual land in the amaze world, as well
as mingle in these 3D areas. You can get
access to your private keys using amaze
coin, and you can instantaneously verify
ownership of an action or an item on the
blockchain. We can prove that an object is
original and unique in the same way that we
can prove who owns it. With blockchain
technology, you may exchange your virtual
land safely in the amaze world. You do not
need disclose any information, unlike a bank
account. As a result, it's one of the easiest
methods to handle funds and a digital
identity online.

AMAZE
SWAP & PAYMENT GATEWAY
The amaze swap & payment
gateway will be released with
lower transaction fees to the
business environment, allowing
people to exchange their coins for
money and use the payment
gateway to send money online
across the globe with lower
commissions, with a portion of the
commission going to amaze crypto
holders in the future.

AMAZE VALUES

TRANSPERENCY

COMMUNITY

Amaze coin is a decentralized
cryptocurrency that is backed
by its community of users. We
promote open
communication and think that
the three foundations of longterm success are trust,
openness, and community.

Amaze coin will soon be one of the
most popular and fastest- growing
cryptocurrency communities, and
we think that we are only as
powerful as we are united. Amaze
coin aspires to involve people
from all around the world in his
community. Our worldwide
communities are served by
several telegram channels.

TRUST
The importance of trust in the
crypto industry cannot be
overstated. That includes
complete openness in all
aspects of community and
growth, as well as security
efforts. Baby Doge has been
audited by a third-party
dessert finance firm, there are
no rug pulls here, just
adorable amaze coin.

LONGEVITY
Amaze coin has decided to stay for
the long term.
In order to generate practical use
cases, the decentralized community
is supporting and implementing
long-term ecosystem and foundation
development.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
COIN AND TOKEN

How to Buy Coins?
In India - UPI Payments
Other Countries - Through PayPal

COIN DISTRIBUTION PHASES

Why & How Coin Rates will increase?
• Guaranteed Coin Rate Increase
For every 10,0000 Coins Sold in ICO, the Rate will be increased by rate @ $0.001 Guaranteed!
• AZC (Amaze) Coin will be added on third-party exchangers after 6 Months of ICO launch So
there will be no rate decrease possibility till token lists on third-party exchangers
• Advanced and high-tech tools will be available to users at in affordable cost
• Exclusive Branding and Marketing Strategy
• Managed by professionals and domain experts

AMAZE COINENOMICS
Pre / Private Sale
15%

Team
10%

Airdrop
5%

Future Projects
25%
Public Sale
45%

Pre / Private Sale : 15%
Public Sale : 45%
Future Projects : 25%
Team : 10%
Airdrop : 5%
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